
Sermon Notes - Destination Next - Relationships - 6.6.21

1. Lack of transformation leads to vexation
a. Not enough in quantity or consistency
b. Transformation is the primary job of the church

i. Make Disciples - Jesus-y people & place
2. How would your life and the lives in your church be

different if you all were able to live from the hearts Jesus
gave you, have your true identities emerge, and have
relationships with family and community that were
characterized by joy?

3. Restatement of my vexation
a. 3 assumptions - different heart, false ID, no joy
b. Either explicitly or implicitly each part points to the

importance of relationships - w/ JC, ourselves &
others

4. transformation is shaped by what we know AND those we
love.

a.
5. What is the difference between the heart Jesus offers and

the one we currently have?
a. Ez 36:26-27

i. Comparison flesh vs stone purchased by
Jesus flesh

ii. God’s Spirit works with our new heart
b. The Heart Jesus gives us is soft and

teachable,willing to change and grow!
6. What is our true identity?

a. Gen 1:26-27, Psalm 139, Romans 8:14-17
b. God’s perspective on us is unique and perfect
c. Our true identity is that of uniquely gifted

image-bearing sons and daughters of God.

7. What is a relationship characterized by Joy?
a. Create for relationship
b. Joy defined
c. Alternative is relationship based on fight/flight
d. Pauls Example with Thessalonians

i. 1 Thess 3:9 How can we thank God enough
for you in return for all the joy we have in the
presence of our God because of you?

1. Description of Pauls church plants
a. A relationship characterized

by joy rests
in the knowledge that
someone is glad to be with
you,near or far, good day or
bad.

8. Implications
i. Jesus’ Role - Gives, creates, gifts, directs,

fulfills
ii. Our Role - Submit, humble, move forward,

reorient, reconsider how we relate ourselves,
how we relate to others

iii. Big enough to Dare small enough to care
1. Four different spheres

a. Intimate, personal, social,
Public

b. We do public and personal
pretty well

c. Improve Intimate and social
i. What if everyone had

2 -4 peeps?
ii. reachOUT Sundays

are social space
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